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During NBA All-Star 2022, the NBA turned Cleveland into the first ever citywide shoppable art gallery

Concept: Turn ten famous city landmarks into purchasable digital art installations, enabling fans to own a piece 
of NBA All-Star history for the first time

Objective: With cost and consumer appeal in mind, reimagine the way in which large events design the 
strategic presentation of their host city and enhance traditional branding with an innovative new NFT element
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NFTs available for 
purchase

Of the 4,000 NFTs available 
were purchased by the end of 

NBA All-Star 2022

Purchase price for Original 
Edition NFTs (limited to 750 per 

court design)

Purchase price for 75th

Diamond Edition NFTs (limited 
to 75 per court design)

In proceeds donated to 50+ 
local organizations
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The NBA launched first-of-its-kind NBA All-Star VIP Passes – limited digital collectibles providing the rightsholder 
with unprecedented exclusive access to NBA All-Stars 2023 through 2027 

Concept: Unique one-of-one collectibles offering the rightsholder the ultimate NBA All-Star fan experience, 
including premium tickets, elevated hospitality, behind-the-scenes access to venues and players, and on-court 
photos

Objective: Provide fans meaningful opportunities to engage with NBA All-Star outside of the weekend event 
through multifaceted exclusive access – to the limited collectibles themselves as well as to the benefits the 
collectibles provide
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NBA All-Star VIP Passes provide meaningful engagement opportunities outside of the event, capturing new data 
and revenue through secondary auctions
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Unique digital collectibles –
(1) associated with each 

team and (1) with the league

New marketable leads 
through the primary auction 

and giveaway process

Revenue from primary 
auctions

Maximum winning bid from 
primary auctions

Date on which the NFT 
holders’ rights are locked for 

the following NBA All-Star 
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The NBA replaced Summer League collectible ticket stubs with commemorative NFT tickets

Concept: Limited-edition commemorative NFT tickets minted to commemorate the start of the NBA’s 75th

Anniversary Season, with edition-specific Summer League matchups on the back of each digital

Objective: Innovate ticket stubs and similar sports collectibles, delivering fans the same nostalgia with 
enhanced convenience, elevated value, and timeless accessibility
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Purchase price per commemorative ticket

NFTs offered, 500 of each of the four editions

Days of key sales, celebrating the first two days 
of matches and the championship game
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At NBA All-Star 2022, the Cleveland Cavaliers launched the Cavs Locker, where fans can collect and 
commemorate experiences at Cavs home games

Concept: Virtual showcase for displaying and interacting with all current and future Cleveland Cavaliers NFT 
collectibles; in-venue-only NFTs will eventually become available on secondary markets, providing an 
opportunity for fans to acquire the items they weren’t present to collect

Objective: Innovate the fan experience and provide new, accessible ways to build deeper connections with 
Cavaliers fans in Cleveland and across the world




